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CCPreleases updated draft
study on automobiles sector
ISLAMABAD - The Competi-
tion Commission of Pakistan
(CCP), as part of its on-going
programme of sectoral re-
search, has released the up-
dated draft study on
automobiles sector and has up-
loaded it on the website for so-
liciting public comments and
suggestions.

The primary purpose of
CCP's research programme, ti-
tled, Competition Impact Ai;-
sessment Studies, is to assess
the competition vulnerabilities
in various sectors. The draft
study on auto sector assesses
the relevant laws and their im-
pact on the sector; market share
of the players; concentration
levels of the market; and the be-
haviour of the players affecting
competition. .

In the study, the competition
assessment of the passenger
cars in the autOmobile sector in
Pakistan has been analysed,
which shows that there are cur-
rently three major car manu-
facturers/assemblers in the car
industry in Pakistan namely:
Pak Suzuki Motor Company
Limited, ii. Indus Motor Com-
pany Limited <Toyota) and iii.
Honda Atlas Cars Limited. Be-
tween 2001and 2011,car sales in
Pakistan increased by 217pc
and the sales of the aQove men-
tioned three players mainly con-
tributed towards this growth. In-
dus Motors, Pak Suzuki Motors
and Honda Atlas have increased
their sales by almost 322pc,
241pc and 217pc respectively in
this time period.

Currently, in the 800 cc and
1000 cc market segment, Pak
Suzuki is the sole local manu-

facturer/assemblerwhile in the
1,300-1,800cc cars, the state of
competition is slightly better
with Honda, Suzuki and Toyota
competing amongst each other
for market share. Parallel in-
crease and decrease in prices by
manufacturers in the last 3
years from 2010-12 may be a
cause of concern from a com-
petition perspective. In all the
three market-segments, the
manufacturers/ assemblers
have excess installed capaci-
ties and by not utilising their ex-
cess capacities, the incumbent
!inns signal their inward looking
approach towards the domestic
industry.

The study also states that
Pakistan automobile industry
is inward looking and it tries to
protect itself through the use of
regulatory instruments. Pak-
istan needs to develop the au-

tomobile industry instead of
protecting it and in this regard,
imports have a disciplinary im-
pact on domestic firms. Cur-
rently, the import of cars is al-
lowed only under the Gift, Per-
sonal and Baggage Schemes
with restriction on allowable
age limits.

The policy for import of cars
with an allowable age limit of 5
years remained in practice from
December 2010 to December,
2012. This policy was changed
and the allowable age limit was
again reduced to 3years in De-
cember, 2012. FUrthermore, on
31August, 2012,the depreciation
rules were also changed. If the
cumulative effect of both these
policy changes is taken into ac-
count, a further protection was
landed to protect the domestic
automobile industry at the ex-
pense of cons .::'.::--
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ICompetition Commission comes out
Iswinging against auto lobby's claims
I Usesdata to illustrate CCP's ongoing sector-wise' Study ,11soproposes The study also points out a
how restriction in car studies that seek to assess that strict laws be significant cause of concern
iIn rts is hurtin an~-competitive tendencies in implemented to from the motor safety perspec-

I
,l2Q , f:$ vanous.sectors. In the study, prohibit producers and tive. In the absence of regula-

COl tmer mterest the watchdog has analysed d 1 _ fj_ h .' a tions, domestic automqbile
____________ market competition in the ea eIS n~lnC argIng manufacturers do not offer
u OURCORRESPONDENT passenger cars segment in any prellllums from safety features such as anti-

I
KARACHI Paklstan's automobile sector. custonlerS lock breaking system (ABS),
Contrary to what the auto- The study has found that ..•• airbags and lower carbon emis-
makers' lobby has been argu- Pakistan's automobile in- sions. These are coupled with
ing for over the past year, the dustry is inward-looking and as Honda, Suzuki and Toyota the absence of quality specifica-

I
Competition Commission of tries to protect itself through compete with each other to tions such as alloy rims, power
Pakistan (CCP)- the country's the use of regulatory instru- increase their market shares. steering and windows in all
top antitrust watchdog-has ments. TheCCPrecommends However, parallel increases their vehicles, theCCPsaid.
recommended that the gov- that Pakistan needs to develop and decreases in prices by "Dealerships are merely
ernment should open domes- the automobile industry - cur- these manufacturers over the agents of manufacturing
tic markets to the import of rently dominated by only three last three years signal a cause companies and have no real
new cars atreasonable tariffs. major players - instead of pro- of concern from the perspective incentive to compete in the

In a study released on tecting it. It recommends eaS- of competition, the CCPsays, market," it said.
Tuesday, it has made a case for ing the import regime, saying In all three market-seg- Based on its findings, the
allowing foreign competition it will have a disciplinary ef- ments, manufacturers are CCP has recommended vari-
in the sector, which it sayswill fect in this regard. sitting on excess installed ous short- and long-term mea-
actually benefit consumers, At present, Pak Suzuki is capacities; and, by not util- sures. It has suggested that the

I
bring in new technology, and the sole local manufacturer in ising their excess capacities, government remove barriers to
offer more choices to buyers. the 800cc and 1,000CCmarket the firms seem to signal entry and lower import tariffs

Focused solely on the au- segment. In the 1,300-1,800cc their inward-looking ap- and make them uniform across
toIIJJ>"'ile sector, the latest cars segment, the state of proach towards the domestic all automobile categories.
res' .1 report is part of the competition is slightly better, industry, says the CCP. "This will make cars more
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Auto industry needs to
be developed: study

ISLAMABAD, 19 Feb: A
sectoral study by the
Competition Commission of
Pakistan (CCP) highlighted
that the country's automobile
industry was inward looking
and protected itself through
the use of regulatory instru-
ments.

"Pakistan needs to develop
the automobile industry
instead of protecting it and in
this regard imports have a dis-
ciplinary impact on domestic
firms," the updated CCP
study on the automobile sec-
tor released here on Tuesday
noted.

The study is part of the
CCP's research programme,
titled, Competition Impact
Assessment Studies, targetted
to assess competition vulnera-
bilities in various sectors.

The CCP study has criti-
cised government policies of
providing protections to the
local auto sector, the key
among them being restric-
tions on the import of cars.

By A Reporter

The study highlights that
the import of cars is allowed
only under the Gift, Personal
and Baggage Schemes with
restriction on allowable age
limits, the policy for import of
cars with an allowable age
limit of 5 years remained in
practice from December 2010
to December, 2012, and it was
reduced to 3 years in
December, 2012.

"Furthermore, on 31
August, 2012, the deprecia-
tion rules were also changed,"
CCP said adding that if the
cumulative effect of both
these policy changes is taken
into account, another
protection was landed to pro-
tect the domestic automobile
industry at the expense of
consumers.

However the study has rec-
ommended that opening up of
domestic market to the
import of new cars at reason-
able tariffs and reducing pro-
tection of local industry to
allow foreign competition for

the benefit of consumers.
"This increased competi-

tion will reflect in better pric-
ing and improved quality as
well as availability of cars on
demand," CCP has said,
adding that it is preferable for
the import of used cars to be
open, rather than allowed
under the Gift, Personal and
Baggage Schemes.

The draft study on auto sec-
tor assesses the relevant laws
and their impact on the sec-
tor; market share of the play-
ers; concentration levels of
the market; and the behav-
iour of the players affecting
competition.

The CCPhas recommended
that it was needed to remove
entry barriers imposed by
higher tariffs.

"This will make cars more
affordable, push the local
assemblers to be more com-
petitive, and incentivise the
automobile industry to strive
towards international stan-
dards and pricing," CCP said.
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CCP releases updated draft study on automobiles sector::
specificationssuch as alloyrims, allowable age limit for import TarifICommission (NTC).; \
power steering and windows in of cars from 5 to 3 years in 4. The recent measureoflow-: .I
all their vehicles. In addition, December, 2012 wiII further eringthe depreciationallowance
Pakistan has an aging automo- protect the domestic autornobile needs to be reconsidered as it;
bile population which is an industry which is already may reduce consumer welfare,
increasingburden to the econo- inward looking. Import of 5 by increasing the price oC
my due to increased emission year old vehiclesprovidesa bet- importedused cars. :
levelsand a growing safetyhaz- ter competitive environment in 5. Mandatory testing for;
ard. The current dealership/sup- the local automobile industry; emission and road-worthiness;
ply chain structure in the indus- however the idea of increasing are needed to be introduced as
try does not allow for meaning- the age limit from 3 years to part of a regulatory regime and
ful competition as dealerships older than 3 years on the import renewal of registration of vehi-
are behavingmerelyas agentsof of used cars may be subject to c1esmay be contingenton pass--
the manufacturing companies strict road worthiness tests. It is ing of requisite tests in linewith
and have no real incentive to preferablefor the importof used developedcountries.
compete in the market. Due to cars to be open, rather than 6. Dealerships are merely
delay in deliveries, premiums allowed under the gift, personal agents of the manufacturing
are charged in the secondary and baggage schemes that add companies and have no real
markets. transaction costs. It is also nec- incentiveto compete in the mar-

Major recommendations of essary to have stringent evalua- ket. It is proposed that strict·
the study to improve competi- tion measures to assess the laws should be implemented
tion, both in the short run and depreciation and actual values that prohibitboth parties(manu-
longterm are: of the used importedvehicles. facturers and dealers) from

I. Opening up of domestic 3. Removing the entry barri- charging any premiums from
market to the import of new ers imposedby higher tariffs for the customer. Increased compe"
cars at reasonable tariffs and imports by significantly lower- tition would also eliminate the
reducing pr~tection of local ing the tariffs and making them premium problem, as cars will
industry to allow foreign com- relatively more uniform across be readily available and cus-
petition for the benefit of con- all automobile categories. This tomers will not have to wait for
sumers will bring in new tech- will make cars more affordable, 6 months before receiving their
nologyand offer more choice to push the local assemblers to be car after having paid the full
the consumers. This increased more competitive, and incen- price in advance.
competitionwill reflect in better tivise the automobile industryto The Commission will wel-
pricingand improvedquality, as strive towards international come publiccommentsand sug.
well as availability of cars on standardsand pricing.The tariff gestions on the draft study,
demand. structureneeds to be finalisedin which can be downloaded from

2. The recent reduction of consultation with the National its website:www.cc.gov.pk

ISLAMABAD: The the sales of the above men- industry instead of protecting it
Competition Commission of tioned three playersmainlycon- and in this regard, imports have
Pakistan (CCP), as part of its tributed towards this growth. a disciplinaryimpact on domes-
on-goingprogrammeof sectoral Indus Motors, Pak Suzuki tic firms. Currently, the import
research,has releasedthe updat- Motors and Honda Atlas have of cars is allowed only under
ed draft study on automobiles increased their sales by almost the gift, personal and baggage
sector and has uploaded it on 322 percent, 241 percent and schemes with restriction on
the website for solicitingpublic 217 percent respectively in this allowableage limits.The policy
commentsand suggestions. time period. for import of cars with an

The primary purpose of Currently, in the 800 cc and allowable age limit of 5 years
CCP's research programme, 1000 cc market segment, Pak remained in practice from
titled, Competition Impact Suzuki is the sole local manu- December 2010 to December,
AssessmentStudies, is to assess facturer/assembler while in the 2012. This policy was changed
the competition vulnerabilities 1,300-1,800cc cars, the state of and the allowable age limitwas
in various sectors. The draft competition is slightly better again reduced to 3 years in
studyon auto sectorassessesthe with Honda, Suzuki and Toyota December, 2012. Furthermore,
relevant laws and their impact competing amongst each other on 31 August, 2012, the depre-
on the sector; market share of for market share. Parallel ciationrules were also changed.
the players;concentrationlevels increase and decrease in prices If the cumulative effect of both
of the market;and the behaviour by manufacturers in the last 3 these policy changes is taken
of the players affecting compe- years from 20 I0-12 may be a into account, a further protec-
tition. cause of concern from a compe- tion was landed to protect the

In the study, the competition tition perspective. In all the domesticautomobile industryat
assessment of the passenger three market-segments, the the expenseof consumers.
cars in the automobile sector in manufacturers/assemblers have For enforcingsafety and quaI-
Pakistan has been analysed, excess installed capacities and ity standards, the government
which shows that there are cur- by not utili sing their excess established Pakistan Standards
rently three major car manufac- capacities, the incumbent firms and Quality Control Authority
turers/assemblers in the car signal their inward looking (PSQCA) in 2000 which has so
industry in Pakistan namely: i. approach towards the domestic far developedstandardsfor only
Pak Suzuki Motor Company industry. 2 wheelers. Due to the absence
Limited, ii. Indus Motor The study also states that of regulation,the domesticauto-
Company Limited (Toyota) Pakistan automobile industry is mobile manufacturers do not
and, iii. Honda Atlas Cars inward looking and it tries to offer safety features, such as
Limited. Between 200 I and protect itself through the use of anti-lock breaking system
20 II, car sales in Pakistan regulatoryinstruments.Pakistan (ABS), airbags and lower CO
increased by 217 percent and needs to develop the automobile emissions along with quality

http://www.cc.gov.pk
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CCP recommends opening
up of automobile sector
By Mehtab Haider

ISLAMABAD:The Competition
Commission has asked the gov-
ernment to open up the domes-
tic market to new and used car
imports by introducing reason-
able tariffs and exercising qual-
ity control. As part of its ongo-
ing sector research, the CCP has
updated a study on the automo-
bile sector.

The primary purpose of
CCP's research programme, ti-
tled, Competition Impact As-
sessment Studies, is to assess
the competition vulnerabilities
in various sectors.

The draft study on the auto
sector assesses relevant laws
and their impact on the sector;
market share of the players;
concentration levels of the mar-
ket; and the behaviour of the
players affecting competition.

In the study, the CCP recom-
mends lowering protection of
local industry to allow foreign
competition, which in turn will
reflect in better pricing, im-
proved quality and availability
of cars on demand.

The act of reducing the age
limit for imported cars from five
to three years in December 2012
should protect the domestic au-
tomobile industry. Import of
five-year old vehicles, provided
that they meet road-safety re-
quirements, makes for a more
competitive environment.

It is preferable for the import
of used cars to be open, rather

· than allowed under the gift, per-
; sonal and baggage schemes that
Iadd transaction costs. It is also
•necessary to have stringent
· evaluation measures to assess
I the depreciation and actual val-
ues of used, imported vehicles,

- the CCP recommended.

The CCP further recom-
mended removing the entry bar-
riers imposed by higher tariffs
for imports by significantly low-
ering the tariffs and making
them more uniform across auto-
mobile categories.

This will make cars more af-
fordable. push the local assem-
blers to be more competitive,
and give incentive to the auto-
mobile industry to strive to-
wards international standards
and pricing. The tariff structure
needs to be finalised in consul-
tation with the National Tariff
Commission (NTC).

The recent measure of low-
ering the depreciation al-
lowance needs to be reconsid-
ered as it may reduce consumer
welfare by increasing the price
of imported used cars. Manda-
tory testing for emission and
road-worthiness need to be in-
troduced as part of a regulatory
regime arId renewal of registra-
tion of vehicles may be contin-
gent on passing of requisite
tests in line with developed
countries.

Dealerships are merely
agents of the manufacturing
companies and have no real in-
centive to compete in the mar-
ket. It is proposed that strict
laws be implemented that pro-
hibit both parties (manufactur-
ers and dealers) from charging
premiums from the customer.
Increased competition would
also eliminate the premium
problem, as cars will be readily
available and customers will not
have to wait six months for their
car after having paid the full
price in advance.

In the CCP study, the compe-
tition assessment of the passen-
ger cars in the automobile sec-
tor in Pakistan has been

analysed, which shows that
there are currently three major
car manufacturers/assemblers
in the car industry in Pakistan.
These include Pak Suzuki Motor
Company Limited; Indus Motor
Company Limited (Toyota) and;
Honda Atlas Cars Limited.

Between 2001 and 2011, car
sales in Pakistan increased by
217 percent and the sales of the
above mentioned three players
mainly contributed towards this
growth. Indus Motors, Pak
Suzuki Motors and Honda Atlas
have increased their sales by ap-
proximately 322 percent, 241
percent and 217 percent respec-
tively in this period.

Currently, in the 800 cc and
1,000 cc market segment, Pak
Suzuki is the sole local manu-
facturer/assembler while in the
1,300-1,800 cc cars, the state of
competition is slightly better
with Honda, Suzuki and Toyota
competing amongst each other
for market share.

Parallel increase and de-
crease in prices by manufactur-
ers from 2010-2012 may be
cause of,concern from a compe-
tition perspective. In the three
market segments, the manufac-
turers/assemblers have excess
installed capacities and by not
utilising their excess capacities,
the incumbent finns signal their
inward looking approach to-
wards the domestic industry.

The study states that the
Pakistan automobile industry is
inward looking and it tries to
protect itself through the use of
regulatory instruments. Pak-
istan needs to develop the auto-
mobile industry instead of pro-
tecting it and in this regard,
imports have a disciplinary im-
pact on domestic firms.

Currently, the import of cars

is allowed only under the gift,
personal and baggage schemes
with restriction on allowable
age limits. The policy for import
of cars with an allowable age
limit of five years remained in
practice from December 2010 to
December, 2012. This policy
was changed and the allowable
age limit was again reduced to
three years in December 2012.
Furthermore, on August 31
2012, the depreciation rules
were also changed. If the cumu-
lative effect of both these policy
changes is taken into account,
further protection was landed to '
shelter the domestic automobile
industry at the expense of con-
sumers.

For the purpose of enforcing
safety standards, the govern-
ment established the Pakistan
Standards and Quality Control
Authority (PSQCA) in 2000,
which has so far developed stan-
dards for only two wheelers.

Due to the absence of regu-
lation, domestic automobile
manufacturers do not offer
safety features, such as anti-
lock breaking system (ABS),
airbags and lower CO emissions
along with quality specifications
such as alloy rims, power steer-
ing and windows in all their ve-
hicles.

Pakistan has arl aging auto-
mobile population which is an
increasing burden to the econ-
omy due to increased emission
levels and a growing safety
hazard. The current dealer-
ship/supply chain structure in
the industry does not allow for
meaningful competition as
dealerships are behaving
merely as agents of the manu-
facturing companies and have
no real incentive to compete in
the market.




